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Mission
The Teresa Lozano Long Institute
of Latin American Studies (LLILAS),
founded in 1940 as the Institute
of Latin American Studies at The
University of Texas at Austin, seeks
to improve knowledge and understanding of Latin America through
education, research, and exchange.

ILAS to LLILAS
University of Texas historian Charles Hackett and four of his colleagues persuaded the Board of Regents in
1940 to found an Institute of Latin American Studies, later to be known worldwide by its acronym, ILAS.
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“At LLILAS, I loved having the freedom to tailor the program
according to my goals and at UT Austin I had the resources of a great
university to complement my aims. One of the most memorable experiences
was working on the ILASSA conference with my fellow students. These conferences brought us closer together and allowed us to hone our planning
and management skills. LLILAS students are bright and passionate. The
cohorts are small but the range and diversity of interests and experiences
among students is huge. There’s so much that we can learn from each other!”

breadth and depth
t

One of the top Latin American studies programs

in the world
t

Serves approximately 125 undergraduate and

graduate students annually
t

More than 140 affiliate faculty from various

departments on UT Austin’s campus
t

More than 2,200 alumni (undergraduate and

graduate) who work in various sectors such as public

policy, energy, business, finance, academia, and
others
t

Interdisciplinary program granting bachelor, mas-

ter’s, and doctorate degrees in Latin American Studies
t

Offers dual master degrees in Latin American

Studies and Business, Communication, Community
Regional Planning, Law and the LBJ School of
Public Affairs

for more information,
please contact
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Associate Director for Development
c.mendoza@austin.utexas.edu
512.232.2424, or
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Development Office Coordinator
gbustos@austin.utexas.edu
512.232.2423
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